
The Patrick Madrid Show
 Show Notes - 3rd Quarter 2017

7-3-17 (Encore 6-8-2016)
7-4-17 (Encore 6-9-2016)
7-5-17
Hour 1

● Canadian newborn believed to be first in world without gender designation
● He made them male and female
● Christian cakeshop owner Jack Phillips threatened along with his wife and daughter
● Listener email: Ann’s sister received an annulment for her broken marriage and asks for 

advice on moving forward and getting a good counselor
● Book recommendation: The ABCs of Finding a Good Husband
● Stevie Ryan, 33, who found fame with her YouTube impressions of celebrities, dead of 

suicide
Tags

● Searyl Atli, Kori Doty, Gender Assignment, Birth Certificate, Simon Peter
Hour 2

● Listener email: Anonymous asks for help on explaining why transgenderism denies 
science

● Book recommendation: Tactics: A Game Plan for Discussing Your Christian Convictions 
by Gregory Koukl

● Man uses fireworks to take out bees' nest -- burns garage down instead
● Americans spend 4 years of their lives 'escaping reality'
● Utah nonprofit makes sure single moms have tools to succeed
● Listener email: Kathy says her friend who is in the Knights of Columbus wants to join the 

Masons now and is concerned 
● Listener email: Rick asks if it is okay to get a vasectomy as a medical procedure for 

prostate cancer
● Listener email: Annette asks why priests from the Jesuit, Dominican and Franciscan 

orders are different when it comes to confession
Tags

● Socratic Logic, Freemasonry, Principle of Double Effect
Hour 3

● Listener email: JP asks for advice on a career writing apologetics
● Caller: Joan talks about a building that was bought, formerly used by the Odd Fellows, 

and there was evil present in the building
● Caller: Frank asks about Jesus’ teaching from last Sunday’s Gospel about those who love 

their mother or father more than Christ are not worthy of Him
● Listener email: Sandra is Catholic but working for a Lutheran church and asks if she will 

have to account to God for performing her duty of recruiting new members to the 
Lutheran Church

● Caller: John acknowledges that Patrick has been discussing “red/wet” martyrdom on the 
show but points out that “white/dry” martyrdom is currently most pressing 

● Does the Great Apostasy have something to do with the homosexual revolution?



● Listener email: Karina is a pharmacist that has to fill prescriptions for birth control and 
wonders if this is wrong

● Book Recommendation: Life Issues, Medical Choices by Dr. Christopher Kazcor
7-6-17
Hour 1

● Fish becoming transgender from contraceptive pill chemicals being flushed
● Lila Rose on the protection of the weakest in our society.
● Gays and marriage. What is “marriage”? The sacramental nature of marriage.
● Listener e-mail: Suzanne comments on Patrick’s use of the phrase “pirates chasing 

women” at a Disneyland ride.
● Listener email: Peter comments on the suicide of his son, who suffered from borderline 

personality disorder. 
● The drama of good and evil, God and the devil. The Book of Job. What is Purgatory like? 

Hour 2
● Patrick reviews the book: “Arise from Darkness” by Father Benedict Groeschel. 
● Caller: The weather is insane where I am; only the strong survive here. People tend to 

confuse “feelings” with reality. 
● Oxford Dictionary adds “post-truth” to the vernacular. 
● Caller: My son was murdered; the evil of this act drove me insane for awhile. 
● St. Paul and “sins of the flesh”. 

Hour 3
● This year marks 200 years since Baron Karl von Drais invented the first bicycle
● Tour of Utah cycling event. 
● Patrick reads an e-mail about a listener amazed that Patrick actually read his e-mail. 
● Caller: I know that the Catholic Church discourages cremation; is the Philippines exempt 

from this rule? 
● Caller: I divorced my wife about a year ago on account of her drug use. She’s better now; 

should I get back together with her? 
● Caller: What is “dispensationalism”? I’ve got some anti-Catholic relatives that are giving 

me lots of grief, and I need to respond to it. 
7-7-17
Hour 1

● The “selfie”. Knuckleheads injuring - and killing - themselves in search of the perfect 
selfie.

● Why does God allow suffering? God chastises those that He loves.
● Sex-selective abortions at taxpayer expense: Shouldn’t progressive feminists oppose this 

as government-funded sexist?
● Shouldn’t women have a “right to choose”? Pro-abortion madness in Oregon.

Hour 2
● Caller: How easy it is to do foolish things today. The fool saith in his heart, there is no 

God. . . Bible passages evildoers should take heed of.
● The rebellion of King Henry VIII. St. Thomas More and St. John Fisher, heroes and 

martyrs for the Faith. What happened to faithful Catholic priests during this time.
● Caller: Governments have always attempted to control the Catholic Church; just look at 

E.O. churches today. 
Hour 3



● The birth dearth: Many cultures will die out for lack of replacement-level births. 
Renegotiating the “social contract” due to sub-replacement birth rates. 

● Caller: I saw a mother take Communion, but break it up, giving pieces of the Host to her 
baby during Mass.

● Caller: I keep smelling incense in my bedroom at night; is there something supernatural 
going on?

●  Caller: Can you tell me more about the Elevate conference coming up?
7-10-17
Hour 1

● The worrying effects of working more and sleeping less
● Target launches gay pride products
● Candy Crush addicts get new outlet as video game comes to TV
● Listener email: Chris asks for a recommendation for his protestant friend who is marrying 

a Catholic
● Caller: Greg says he doesn’t buy Levis jeans or Starbucks coffee
● Caller: Erica’s friend couldn’t believe it when she told her she no longer shops at Target 

because of the open restroom policy (transgender friendly)
Hour 2

● Patrick finished answering Erica’s question regarding how to explain to a friend why she 
no longer shops at Target

● A study by Treadmill Reviews has found that water bottles harbor huge levels of 
potentially harmful bacteria

● Audio: The Bible Answer Man (Hank Hanegraaff)
● Listener email: Debra saw an Immaculate Heart Radio bumper sticker and has been 

hooked on listening to Patrick’s show for 3 months now
● Listener email: Alyssa asks about purgatory and how we can diminish our time there (1 

Corinthians 3:10)
● Listener email: Margo says there is a Jehovah’s Witness who will not leave her 

household alone after she’s already told her they’re not interested
● Caller: Anthony is scandalized by the way some people dress at mass; way to casual and 

sloppy
Hour 3

● Listener email: Pam asks if there is a list of companies either to support or not support 
based on their socially responsible/irresponsible funding

● Listener email: Amy responds to another listener Alexa who struggles to fit in and asks 
for advice on finding Catholic friends

● A listener asks if Patrick produced the Right Here Right Now Show theme music
● Listener email: Rachel asks if it is okay for a lay person to pray the Auxilium 

Christianorum
● Listener email: Veronica asks what the difference is between Eastern Orthodox and 

Roman Catholicism
● Caller: Frank is pleased to hear that Hank Hannegraff has converted to Greek Orthodoxy 

because he used to converse with Hank on issues such as the real presence of the 
Eucharist

Tags
● Holy Detachment, Holy Indifference, Filioque



7-11-17
Hour 1

● New study on the Shroud of Turin says there is blood of a man tortured and killed
● Russian submarine activity monitored in Arctic
● Listener email: Kenny is a Mormon listener and thanks Patrick for standing his ground in 

a previous show stating the atomic bomb on Japan was unjust
● Monks discover 5th century manuscript in Saint Catherine’s Monastery of Sinai
● Patrick shares his experience, pre-9/11, when he went to a mosque to learn more about 

the Muslim religion 
Hour 2

● San Jose State freshmen pay for own microaggressions training
● Listener email: Sam asks why we are to come to God as children (1Corinthians 13:11)
● Woman’s heartbreaking letter to father of baby she aborted
● Caller: Dominic says there needs to be ushers at church that watch people receiving 

communion and make sure they don’t walk away without consuming it
● Caller: Les asks about Patrick’s experience visiting the mosque
● Caller: Rene thanks Patrick for his show and says he just validated his marriage in the 

Catholic Church because his faith has grown from listening
● Caller: Mary got pregnant at 20 years old and made the choice to keep her baby in part 

due to listening to Immaculate Heart Radio
Hour 3

● Listener email: Joe asks why there is an IHR news blurb for Amazon Prime if they 
support things IHR does not

● Caller: Chris asks if there is really a vocation of being single
● Listener email: Listener from New Mexico asks how situations should be handled when a 

person receives the Eucharist at communion but seems drunk or not exactly in the right 
state of mind 

● Caller: Andrea asks about discernment and how to know if God is speaking or if it’s just 
her own thoughts and emotions

● Caller: Rosanna once saw a woman take communion but didn’t consume it and she 
confronted her about it

● Caller: Cecilia’s friend is pregnant with a baby who will probably die. She asks for 
prayers and book recommendations

7-12-17
Hour 1

● Missionaries of Charity copyright blue and white sari
● BART withholding surveillance videos of crime to avoid ‘stereotypes’
● Researchers have discovered that mosquitoes can help foil crimes
● Audio: Father gives toast at his daughter’s wedding and is struck with lightning
● Audio: Mother speaks at her child’s school on why they should not partner with Planned 

Parenthood
● Patrick shares personal experience of seeing lightning strike the same tree twice
● Heartwarming story of actor Roger Moore staying in James Bond character for kid who 

wanted signature
● Listener email: Connie asks if it is irresponsible to keep their annual pass to Disneyland 

since they are somewhat of a socially irresponsible organization



Hour 2
● Measles on rise worldwide as parents avoid getting kids vaccinated
● Listener email: Andy asks how to react to confusing events in the Church such as high 

ranking officials acting contrary to the magisterium
● Guest interview: Brad Hahn from Solidarity Health Share
● Listener email: Edith asks about modesty or lack thereof with exercise clothes and tennis 

skirts
● Listener email: Caroline asks for advice on finding a Catholic editor
● Caller: Michael doesn’t know what to do as a grandfather of two young kids whose 

Godparents just announced they are gay and getting married
Tags

● Affordable Care Act, Health Insurance, Religious Liberty, 
Hour 3

● Caller asks where one can find modest swimwear
● Caller: Paul’s nephew was baptized with gay Godparents
● Caller: Jim thinks legislators should pass a freedom of choice bill for insurance
● Catholics in Scotland
● Facebook will now cram ads into its messenger app
● Caller: John asks if the Church should have a chaste commitment ceremony for certain 

situations
● Christianity is uncomfortable
● Caller: Mary asks about calling someone out for their sin or if that is too judgmental

7-13-17
Hour 1

● Meet Ettitude, the company behind the bedding made of coffee
● Airplanes harbor germs throughout the day so schedule the first flight in the morning 

overnight deep clean
● Radiation emitted from cell phones correlated to cancer, specifically leukemia and brain 

tumors
● Listener email: Antonio asks about his sister’s choice to pick two women as godparents 

for her child’s baptism
● Listener email: Hector asks about the history of indulgences and the Church selling them
● Listener email: Rita is a Director of Religious Education and was stumped by a student’s 

question regarding the firmament
● Listener email: Diana has had it with the false accusations from her in-laws and their 

toxic influence on her kids
Tags

● Seinfeld, Cordless Phone, Partial Indulgence, Plenary Indulgence, Martin Luther
Hour 2

● Resurrection did not happen, say quarter of Christians
● Caller: Les doesn’t understand why people would kill Jesus for claiming he was God. 

Today people would have a different reaction 
● What I wish more people understood about losing a child
● Blessed are those who mourn for they shall be comforted
● Scientists report that they have successfully embedded a short film into the DNA of 

living bacteria cells



● Caller: Marina asks if it is a sin to miss Sunday mass and if you have to confess it before 
attending mass the next week

● Caller: Dee asks how she can counter people who promote Chick Tracts (anti-Catholic 
cartoons written by Jack Chick)

● Caller: John asks how to answer his friend who says “Catholic” is not in the Bible 
Hour 3

● Listener email: Jose attends a jesuit parish where priests are against the devotion to divine 
mercy

● Jesus’s message to Saint Faustina Kowalska on His Divine Mercy
● Listener email: Carmen wants to advise her niece to raise her kids in one religion instead 

of going back and forth between Jewish (father) and Catholic (mother)
● Caller: Rick is shocked that Hank Hanegraaff converted. 
● 3 tips on when you get pulled over by a cop
● Caller: Emily shares a personal story of her non-Catholic husband asking God to open his 

eyes and within 48hrs there were 3 different “God winks”
7-14-17
Hour 1

● The names behind the units of measure
● Listener email: Brianna is 15 and asks how to explain Catholic beliefs to her friend
● Patrick mentions his photo of his 11 kids on Twitter
● Canadians think religion does more harm than good, latest poll says
● When’s the last time you read the lives of the saints? The Bible? A work of literature? 

We are becoming attached to distractions and detached from our Christian heritage
Hour 2

● We know of God, but don’t really know him, because we spend time with passive 
activities that entertain us, rather than being proactive in seeking truth

● 4 things to do to strengthen your faith: Read books, engage in philosophical thinking, 
pray devotedly, and take action

● Listener email: Cristina says her 14 y.o. son is wondering how old you have to be to 
receive the Precious Blood of Christ at Mass

● Caller: Pedro asks how we can determine a good book; how can we filter out 
questionable authors?

● Listener email: Allyson and her husband are new Godparents and asks what specific 
duties are expected

● Caller: Terry asks Patrick’s opinion on the gift of praying in tongues (1 Corinthians 14)
● Caller: Tony is a math teacher and says his students lack the ability to exercise abstract 

thought
Hour 3

● Caller: Martin is the mayor of Grants, NM and asks for prayers for his state’s upcoming 
election

● Listener email: Diana asks about Fr. James Martin and his use of “differently ordered”
● Caller: Jude asks if Jesus knew everything that God knew during his 33 years on Earth
● Ben Shapiro
● Caller: Mary’s conscience is eating at her because she is remarried civilly but has been 

receiving communion and just feels like it’s a sin



● Listener email: Juliette asks why God would create people who he knows will go to Hell, 
and for a non-religious reason to remain chaste before marriage

● Listener email: Manuela asks what the 4 horses represent in the Book of Revelation
7-17-17
Hour 1

● Italy threatens to flood rest of Europe with Libyan migrants
● Canceled $30K wedding becomes dinner for Indiana homeless
● Medal of Honor hero returns medal to unit
● WAR ON CASH: Visa Is Paying Business To Refuse Cash
● Listener email: Nick asks if it is okay to attend his in-laws’ non-denominational church 

every once in awhile
Hour 2

● Listener email: Helen shares some Heavenly humor
● Smelling a rat: Airline denies farting passenger sparked plane evacuation
● Caller: John says our tax dollars are in part contributing to the ISIS problem
● Christians can lose salvation; once saved always saved isn’t accurate
● Matthew Dowd on Twitter says to be a Christian is to love, and some of the best 

Christians he knows are atheist. This is the fallacy of equivocation.
● Game of Thrones is wizardry porn

Hour 3
● Caller: Angelica asks how she can respond to a friend who thinks she should have 

aborted her disabled child
● Caller: Vincent asks for clarification on heresy; are protestants heretics? Why does the 

pope support the Lutheran faith?
● We should not be celebrating the 500th anniversary of the protestant reformation
● Caller: Jennifer’s best friend is a gay man who is dating other men so she is concerned 

that he was asked to be a Catholic godparent (1 Corinthians 15)
● Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI dubia comment
● Listener email: Anonymous is a bit let down that the charismatic speaking in tongues was 

cautiously talked about on last week’s show
7-18-17
Hour 1

● T.D. Jakes Comes Out for ‘Gay Rights’ and ‘LGBT Churches,’ Says Position is 
‘Evolving’

● Feminist scientists say citing research by straight, white men promotes 'a system of 
oppression'

● Kaylyn provides research showing women earning doctoral degrees in 2015 outnumbered 
men in 7 of the 11 graduate fields

● Caller: Peter shares an opinion he heard from Fr. Rutledge regarding T.D. Jakes
Hour 2

● Texas teen dies after being electrocuted when cellphone falls into bathtub, prompting 
warning from family

● Penn Jillette offers up his thoughts about Islam after a man who is atheist comes up to 
him and says he’s from Pakistan and his family is Muslim

● Caller: Les doesn’t understand why Patrick has to bring God into Penn Jillette’s opinion  
Hour 3



● Listener email: Brandon asks about Patrick’s opinion on Aztec-based dancing that 
occurred at church for the feast of Our Lady of Guadalupe

● Caller: Irene asks the difference between Jesus ascending to Heaven and Mary being 
assumed into Heaven

● Caller: Joseph asks what it is about Cardinal Meisner that Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI 
wants us to emulate

● Caller: Gregory (child listener) asks why God created angels. He doesn’t need the help 
does he?

● Listener email: M.S. asks if there is a list of pro-life companies, specifically if there is a 
pro-life cell-phone carrier she could support

● Listener email: Linda makes a few corrections to the information Patrick gave on flash 
floods in Arizona

● Caller: Monique has been using Charity Mobile for a while and highly recommends 
them. Based in OH and gives 5% of bill to charity of your choice

● Caller: Darius (child listener) asks if someone doesn’t believe in God will he go to Hell?
● Caller: Claudio is concerned for his brother who only follows the gospel of Paul
● Patrick reads a note from Sarah, a single woman in her thirties who expresses her desire 

for a partner
7-19-17
Hour 1

● FBI issues urgent warning about 'spy toys' that could put 'privacy and safety of children 
at risk'

● Another reason some men don't work: imaginary world more enjoyable than the real 
world

● Police officer tells people to get off Facebook, reach out to elderly after isolated couple 
found dead

● A Catholic Purge? Facebook Removes Big Catholic Facebook Pages Worldwide
● Listener email: Paul asks about the inconsistency of apostolic succession

Hour 2
● Patrick explains the apostolic succession
● Poll: Nearly one in three Britons think Christ was an ‘extremist’
● Description of the end times (2 Tim 3:1-5)
● Olentangy Liberty High School Seniors in Ohio die in car crash
● Listener email: Ashley asks for spiritual guidance because she feels so off track of her 

faith since getting out of a relationship
Hour 3

● Switzerland puzzles over citizenship test after lifelong resident fails
● 6 months until the next March for Life in Washington D.C. 
● Listener email: Sabrina is a work from home mom and makes good money but she is so 

on fire for her faith that she wants to pursue a career in theology
● Listener email: Pam asks how to find show archives and podcasts
● Listener email: Rosilyn asks for recommendations on apologetics but doesn’t have time 

or money for his online class
● Listener email: Margaret talks about people’s obsession with pets instead of with children
● Caller: Maria wonders if the reason people prefer pets to babies could be that they are 

more empathetic and don’t take as much work



7-20-17
Hour 1

● She went in for a simple cataract surgery. Doctors found 27 contact lenses in her eye
● Pensacola Beach cross could face 1st Amendment challenges, much like Bayview cross
● 30 prompts for reflection on your integrity
● Listener email: Joe asks what Exodus 12:12 means, referring to all the gods of Egypt
● Listener email: Dana says God’s original plan was for Adam to have an animal 

companion; Eve was plan B
Hour 2

● Jodie Whittaker named first female star of 'Doctor Who'
● Caller: Juan asks if tattoos are okay for Catholics to get
● Recommended article: Physical Graffiti: Tattoo You
● Caller: Kristine said her parish has omitted the Nicene Creed because it’s old and 

irrelevant; what can she say or do?
● Caller: Teresa’s 16 year old daughter wants a semicolon tattoo to make the statement 

“this is not the end” because she is struggling with depression
● Listener email: Anonymous says we need to keep our families safe but no teach them 

how to use guns
● Listener email: Eddie asks if there is a book recommendation on the promises of the 

Sacred Heart
● Listener email: Maria asks if it’s okay to listen to protestant radio hosts such as Joel 

Olsteen and Joyce Meyer
Hour 3

● Caller: Thomas asks for help defending the faith to his protestant friends who wonder 
things like is Mary buried somewhere?

● Religious composition of adults in the Los Angeles metro area
● Caller: Ben asks how an adult should honor thy father and mother
● Caller: Charlotte asks about Rev 21:24 where it talks about the New Heaven; is there 

sadness when a soul goes to hell or not?
● Caller: Ross asks about mortification as a way of penance
● Listener email: Heidi asks isn’t it selfish to love God?
● Caller: Sylvia says a friend went to Rome and a nun celebrated mass, or perhaps a service 

that wasn’t a mass, but she is confused and concerned
● Patrick shares a story of when he went to a young adult retreat in Moraga, CA and there 

was a clown mass. He was very disturbed
● Listener email: Debra’s sister has left Catholicism and is using tarot cards, yet asked 

Debra to baptize her two children for her
7-21-17
Hour 1

● Taking antidepressants in pregnancy may raise risk of an autistic child, study suggests
● As a priest, you realize there is no such thing as coincidence
● Listener email: Erika was given sage as a gift to burn in her home to keep negativity 

away. Should she?
● Patrick and Kaylyn share their story of how they started working together and God’s 

providence through it all
● Chester Bennington, Linkin Park singer, is dead at 41



● Pascal’s Wager
Hour 2

● Positive thinking cuts your risk of early death by 71%
● Cancer now more common than getting married or having a first baby
● Listener email: Agnes is confused when Patrick says God is not moved by our prayers
● Caller: David asks about the timeline of the Bible; where do dinosaurs fit in?
● NYU librarian feels racial "fatigue" dealing with white people
● Caller: Ted experienced reverse racism in the LA school district

Hour 3
● Why Would God Sow Seed He Knows Will Bear Little or No Fruit?
● Caller: Chad asks about the placement of the tabernacle; his parish has it in a side chapel 

but he wishes it was on the center altar
● Listener email: Lovelin asks if visiting her family member in prison is a work of mercy
● Listener email: Anonymous asks about divorce and remarriage
● Listener email: JM asks if it is okay for an extraordinary minister to give Holy 

Communion to Orthodox Christians
7-24-17
Hour 1

● Michael Phelps to race great white shark on 1st night of 'Shark Week'
● Couple Adopts Two Brothers, Then Decides to Adopt All Six of Their Siblings
● Listener email: Mark thanks Patrick for calling out the “hateful Left” but also asks him to 

call out the violent incitement from the Right, specifically referring to Alex Jones 
comments to “burning the bastille”

● Listener email: Anonymous asks if the changes from Vatican 1 to Vatican 2 involved 
input from protestants

● New York restaurant limits parents to one drink if kids are with them
Tags

● Traditional Latin Mass, Extraordinary Mass,
Hour 2

● Caller: John asks if the laity opening their hands in prayer during the mass is appropriate 
rather than having hands folded together

● Apple patents way to secretly call 911 using your fingerprint
● Charlie Gard's parents end legal fight over critically ill baby
● Cancer patients’ gray hair darkened on immune drugs
● Listener email: Anonymous thanks Patrick for discussing research on antidepressants 

during pregnancy because she had anxiety during her own pregnancy
● Wisconsin company to install rice-sized microchips in employees
● Caller: C.V. sometimes feels alone but when he asks the question “Why am I here” he 

thinks of Patrick Madrid; his show and his books have inspired him greatly
● Pioneers test-tube rhinos in bid to save endangered species
● Caller: Gary asks Patrick’s opinion on what is the greatest error of the protestant 

reformation
Hour 3

● If you have anxiety-induced insomnia, this could be a dream come true
● Patrick recommends taking the herbal remedy valerian root as a sleeping aid for those 

who have insomnia



● Listener email: Preston shares an upsetting experience when he visited his alma mater 
and realized they converted the confessional in the Catholic Church into an “interfaith 
space”

● Listener email: Brittany writes her own letter agreeing with her husband Preston that they 
were dismayed at seeing the confessional transformation. Should she write a letter to the 
college?

● Caller: Gerardo asks why some churches have a crucifix with a risen Christ instead of a 
suffering Christ

● Billionaire donor to the GOP, Mike Fernandez, says if he were the doctor when President 
Trump was born he would have made sure he “never saw the light of day”

● Listener email: John shares some insight on how he dialogues with atheists about 
morality and why atheists choose to do good things

7-25-17
Hour 1

● USA Today Complains About Lack of 'Women' and 'No Lead Actors of Color' in Movie 
'Dunkirk'

● Catholic group sends 15 Virgin Mary statues to Iraq to replace ones destroyed by ISIS
● Honorably discharged veterans will soon get to shop tax-free
● Lana Del Rey confirms attempt to use witchcraft against Donald Trump
● Listener email: Olivia’s daughter wants to be a plastic surgeon and she wonders how to 

teach her the difference between reconstructive surgery v. cosmetic enhancement without 
discouraging her from the career

● Listener email: Lauren asks for advice on Catholic rehab programs for her boyfriend’s 
alcoholic brother

● Hilary Duff is latest celebrity victimized by burglars
● Some things you might not know about NFP (Natural Family Planning)

Hour 2
● Students get $11/hr to “advance social justice and diversity”
● Listener email: Alexander is in RCIA and wonders if Patrick could explain Purgatory. He 

is a former protestant and is not familiar with it
● Chinese Communist Party Continuing Restrictions On Catholic Church
● Hall and Oates, Tears for Fears postpone San Jose, Los Angeles gigs
● Fact checking website Snopes is in danger of shutting down
● Are you in the US middle class?
● Healthier living could reduce worldwide dementia by a third, report says
● Caller: Dave hired someone to care for his special needs child, but she revealed she is a 

“spiritist.” Should he fire her?
Hour 3

● On Longings and Lies, an abortion story by one of Patrick’s friends
● Listener email: Tuan asks if it is okay to perform vasectomy procedures on patients who 

are not Catholic
● Listener email: Laurence says being a day laborer is difficult because they work so hard 

but don’t have legal rights
● Listener email: Suzanne asks if Patrick will talk about the Netflix series called The 

Keepers, and The Young Pope



● Listener email: Brittany feels called to open her home to foster care but her husband is 
not on board. What to do?

● Patrick shares an experience from high school when he thought he’d be going to Japan as 
a foreign exchange student, only to be disappointed when God closed that door. But 
something better happened in result…

● Listener email: Nora asks why Jesus on the cross prays “Father, forgive them, for they 
know not what they do” if God knows everything already

● Caller: Amanda recently parted ways with a friend because she is addicted to pain 
medication and she doesn’t want that influence around her family

● Caller: Rob asks how the Catholic Church as an institution understands the verse “The 
kingdom of God is within you”

7-26-17
Hour 1

● Boy Scouts of America responds after President Trump's controversial speech at the 
National Jamboree

● Patrick shares a story from his oldest son’s childhood when he came home from school 
using bad words

● Ohio will put to death Ronald Phillips today, a 43-year-old man convicted of raping and 
killing a 3-year-old child

● Caller: Jack is against capital punishment
Hour 2

● Caller: Joe says he used to be against capital punishment so that prisoners would suffer 
longer, but now he thinks it’s a waste of money and that capital punishment should be 
used

● Caller: Jim thinks capital punishment is justice, not vengeance
● Caller: Adrian is for the death penalty only if there is an eyewitness. DNA evidence isn’t 

enough for him
● Caller: Elias references the Catechism of the Catholic Church 
● Caller: Richard thinks about the victims. He believes justice must be upheld for the 

victims’ sake
● Observation: 200 years ago people respected life more, yet capital punishment was used 

more; today life is not that respected and capital punishment is used less
● Caller: Gerard says mercy is actually giving a criminal the death penalty because it gives 

them a timeframe, or a definitive death sentence so that they prepare and repent 
accordingly

● Caller: Bob is the father of a murdered son and says that there is God’s Law and man’s 
law

● Caller: Anne’s granddaughter was raped and murdered 10 years ago. She doesn’t want 
him to die but wants him to live in solitary confinement forever. She forgave him but he 
shows no remorse.

● Caller: Jamie thinks we shouldn’t allow prisoners such as rapists and murderers to have 
education or entertainment in prison or visitors

Hour 3
● Explosive device detonated outside Mexican bishops' offices
● Caller: Margaret is for the death penalty and thinks it should be a public hanging



● Caller: Robert is against the death penalty because “He who is without sin, let him cast 
the first stone”

● Caller: George shares his discussions with military friends on transgender issues in the 
military and how it is a distraction from the task at hand

● Listener email: Alexander is in RCIA with his fiancee and asks for advice or resources. 
He also asks about receiving the Eucharist in the hands and if his conception through 
artificial insemination was his fault

● Listener email: Michelle asks if she can get a hysterectomy to prevent the return of 
ovarian cancer after she gives birth to her second child

● Listener email: Connie asks for recommendation on which bible translation she should 
use

7-27-17
Hour 1

● TSA will begin screening all electronics bigger than a cell phone at airports
● Ransomware: More and smarter scams coming soon
● Informal Feminist Command for Anti-Authoritarian Action group takes responsibility for 

Tuesday’s bombing at Mexico’s Catholic Council of Bishops
● Listener email: Al talks about a transgender book for kids and how kids go through 

phases like being a tomboy that they eventually outgrow
● Transgender Navy SEAL slams Trump for banning service members: 'Let's meet face to 

face and you tell me I'm not worthy'
● Listener email: Cosme says premarital sex is worse than any drug and that it should be 

talked about more
● Poll: Atheists drop from 26 to 13% in Russia in 3 years

Hour 2
● Baby Charlie Gard’s parents end legal fight: statement
● Justin Bieber reportedly canceled his world tour to ‘rededicate his life to Christ’ and 

possibly start his own church
● Cashier at Oklahoma Walmart praised after he paid for a foster mom's groceries when her 

WIC card didn't work
● Listener email: Jeanne asks if we should be cautious of supporting Amazon because it 

was on the National Center of Sexual Exploitation's Dirty Dozen List
● Circa Survive guitarist Brendan Ekstrom walks off stage to stop sexual harassment of 

audience member
● Caller: Nick is confused about why God needs our prayers if everything is based upon 

free will
Hour 3

● Caller: Nick continues his discussion with Patrick on free will and asking God for 
answered prayers

● Caller: Alexandra asks if Our Lady of Akita is approved by the Church
● Caller: Robert explains that his child’s godfather married his ex-wife. They’re now 

divorced. Robert wants advice on talking to his adult daughter about getting her kids 
baptized and choosing godparents

● Caller: Ray asks about the Church’s perspective on mindfulness and centering prayer
● Caller: Steven asks if there is any mention of Synchronicity in the Bible



● Caller: Margaret wanted to go to confession after 40 years but left after realizing it wasn’t 
in an enclosed private room but was instead face to face

● Caller: Ann asks about the placement of the tabernacle in church
7-28-17
Hour 1

● How to log off of Facebook forever, with all its perks and pitfalls
● Researchers use ambient light sensor to steal browser data
● New study analyzes remains of ancient Canaanites, finds modern Lebanese are 93% 

genetically similar
● Forbes: Amazon CEO Bezos was briefly the world's richest man
● Listener email: Jeanne thanks Patrick for talking about Our Lady of Akita
● Listener email: Vincent says he scheduled a studio for worship band practice next to an 

old world magic store and wonders if he should cancel
● Listener email: Mike asks if there is a Catholic Cliff Notes for those who don’t have time 

to read works like Newman's Development of Doctrine
Hour 2

● Listener email: Mark asks if his brother could possibly be saved even though he was a 
fallen away Catholic and practicing Hindu when he died

● Caller: John asks how one is supposed to meditate on the mysteries of the rosary while at 
the same time offering an intention 

● Listener email: Jessica shares her opinion against the death penalty
● Caller: Calvin thinks the death penalty is acceptable in a few certain cases
● Listener email: Brenda says she had a similar experience to the Walmart news story from 

yesterday when a cashier paid for her items
● Caller: Pam brings up the Innocence Project that has saved 350 wrongly convicted 

persons in the debate on capital punishment
● Patrick discussed with Noah how law enforcement sometimes can lie
● Listener email: A “daily listener” asks if it is okay to get a placenta encapsulation
● Listener email: Theresa asks for advice on her 5 year relationship living with her 

boyfriend who doesn’t want to get married
Hour 3

● Lutheran Theologians tasked to remove obstacles that hinder unity with Catholics
● Caller: James thinks secularism and Islam are more important issues to focus on rather 

than unity with the Lutheran Church
● The problem with Sola Scriptura
● Caller: Jeff says he was listening to a protestant radio station and they lied about baptism
● North Korea fired a missile that may have landed off the coast of Japan
● Caller: Jim asks how in the world Patrick was able to read 100-120 books a year like he 

mentioned on the show last week
● Listener email: Anonymous asks if he should get a vasectomy reversal

7-31-17
Hour 1

● Hacker cracks voting machine in less than 2 hours
● Criminal serving his sentence with monks pleads to be sent back to prison... because 

monastery life is too hard



● Charlie Gard died over the weekend after his life support was removed. He was baptized 
and is objectively without a doubt in Heaven

● Fewer Americans are getting married as many millennials postpone nuptials indefinitely
● Jeff Bezos: Amazon CEO Lost $6 Billion Overnight
● Ferrari driver wrecks supercar just an hour after he bought it

Hour 2
● Children at mass; how we should welcome them and discipline them at the same time
● Transgender politicians, Silo Pitt
● 11 things facing American Catholics right now by Archbishop Charles Chaput
● Listener email: Ty asks about dreams and if they have a Catholic significance by 

communicating truths or a foreshadowing
● Patrick shares two experiences he had where he dreamt of particular events taking place 

and they later happened in real life
● How Facebook fights to stop laws on facial recognition 

Hour 3
● Wisconsin company signs up workers to take human microchips
● Caller: John was a firefighter and first responder to the plane crash in Chicago in 1979 

(American Airlines Flight 191). 
● Caller: Deborah wonders if some dreams are from the Evil One
● Caller: Gabriela shares her experience of missing the 1986 Cerritos flight she was 

supposed to be on that crashed. Her relatives were on the flight and died.
● Patrick shares his experience of changing his flight to Cerritos last minute and it saved 

his life
● Caller: Dee asks if Jesus had brothers
● Caller: Debbie asks about the perpetual virginity of the Blessed Mother
● Listener email: Anthony shares his insights on the Holy Trinity 

8-1-17
Hour 1

● Minnesota Public Schools To Segregate Students Who Object To Transgender Guidelines
● Caller: John shares his experience of being told he can’t use the word “jig” in the 

workplace 
● 800 children as young as 10 get puberty-blockers
● Listener email: Vidal asks about his mother-in-law’s plans to remarry and if there’s 

anything he and his wife can do 
● Caller: Bob shares his experience of being married to his wife with M.S. and says it 

hasn’t been easy but he just celebrated his 50th wedding anniversary because he made a 
commitment

Hour 2
● Harvard women's groups frustrated single sex club ban
● Dog leads family to two injured young girls struck by lightning
● Many Americans are too drugged-out to work
● What War with North Korea might look like
● Listener email: Anonymous asks for urgent prayers for her nephew who was just 

diagnosed with cancer and whose wife is resistant to attempts of prayer for him
● Listener email: Alexander asks why the New American Bible has problematic notes and 

asks what the Church teaches on N.T. miracles



● Patrick shares his experience of a Catholic priest friend he knew who turned mormon, 
then returned to the faith after Patrick called him out

Hour 3
● Caller: Dee asks what the justification is for the Blessed Virgin Mary’s Assumption
● Catholic university welcome assisted suicide group, bans Chick-Fil-A
● Caller: Omar asks if we will recognize our loved ones in Heaven
● Darren Smith on Twitter: “The other day you mentioned that prayers cannot change 

God’s mind or his "Perfect" plan. Today you suggested we pray the rosary to overt war?”
● Listener email: Joe asks about spiritual direction and shares that he doesn’t want to be a 

burden to a priest’s schedule
● Listener email: Anonymous asks about her nephew who should be making his 

confirmation but can’t attend Sunday classes. Help!
● Listener email: Holly says whenever she looks at the clock at 9:11 she says a prayer for 

those involved in the 9/11 tragedy
● Listener email: Pedro asks if synchronicity is a good or bad thing
● Listener email: Maggie is a stepmother and asks for advice on dealing with her stepson’s 

biological mom
8-2-17
Hour 1

● Court: residents can't mention "Islam" or "Muslim" at public hearing on mosque 
construction

● Poll reveals 1 in 3 Californians support 'Calexit’
● Listener email: Helen asks what Patrick thinks of Cusillo retreats
● Listener email: Richard asks why the Gospel of John doesn’t mention the Transfiguration 

of Christ while the other gospels do
● Neil deGrasse Tyson blames U.S. schools for flat-Earthers - and teachers aren't amused
● Planetary Protection Officer position available at NASA
● 'Seven priests walk into a bar...’ Pub says sorry after refusing service to ‘stag’ 

seminarians
● St. Padre Pio's words on abortion

Hour 2
● Venezuela: Five priests stop tanks from advancing on crowd
● Rosie O'Donnell: Women should 'form our own party' if Dems back anti-abortion 

candidates
● Listener email: Loren asks about praying to Mary and how much power she has. 

Shouldn’t we give ourselves entirely to Jesus?
● Caller: Al comments on ‘Calexit’ and President Donald Trump
● Karen on Twitter asks about what indulgences can be earned by attending mass at a 

church named after a saint on that saint’s feast day
● 6 prayers you should be praying for the priest in your life
● Listener email: Mindi asks about a novena for the reconciliation of her relationship with 

her boyfriend
Hour 3

● Listener email: Anonymous is conflicted because her husband is frustrated with NFP and 
wants to contracept but anonymous knows this is sinful



● Caller: M.J. has a brother-in-law who invited her and her husband to a ‘dedication’ of his 
kids and she wonders if she can go

● Caller: John asks for a book recommendation on Church Father heresies
● Listener email: Anonymous has had a couple miscarriages and wonders if it’s God’s will 

she doesn’t have kids. Patrick offers encouragement
● NaPro Technology
● Caller: Pat asks why the Bible uses the term “brother” and “sister” so often when 

Catholics believe Jesus didn’t have any brothers or sisters
● Listener email: Holly asks Patrick’s opinion on DNA testing to know your genetic and 

ethnic background 
● Caller: Tim asks if there is Catholic teaching on wealth redistribution because his friend 

brought up “white privilege” and the teaching that talks about “give to the least of your 
brethren”

8-3-17
Hour 1

● President Zuckerberg? Facebook CEO Hires Hillary Clinton's Chief Campaign Strategist
● Major breakthrough in cryogenic freezing
● Cecile Richards: You Can't be a Democrat if You Don't Support Abortion. "It's Non-

Negotiable"
● Unborn babies can detect differences in language
● Kentucky Could Be The First Abortion Free-State By 2018
● Listener email: Carlos asks if it makes sense for him to have sacred images in his home 

even though he is completely blind
● Katie on Twitter asks what Patrick thinks about the 3 days of darkness
● Disney hiring Floridians to work from home
● Amazon to hire 50,000 nationwide as labor market tightens
● Woodland Hills woman ordered to pay more than $200K to clients she defrauded as a 

fortune teller
● American soda consumption plunges to a 31-year low

Hour 2
● Oregon Couple Reportedly Lose Custody of Child Because Their IQ Test Scores Are Too 

Low
● Patrick shares his perspective from attending a parish downtown near a homeless shelter
● Listener email: A San Francisco listener asks about his King James version of the Bible 

as he is trying to get back into the Catholic faith
● The Orange Order has advised to stop using the phrase RIP to offer sympathy after a 

person has died because it is un-Protestant
● Caller: Amalia asks how to react to a priest she knows who is leaving the priesthood 

because he feels called to marriage now
● Patrick talks about a post on Facebook he shared that got backlash; the post said, “thanks 

mom and dad for not getting divorced”
● Listener email: Kris thanks Patrick for his kind and comforting commentary on Fr. John 

Corapi from a previous show
Hour 3

● Listener email: Carl asks if it is okay to play in a protestant band



● Listener email: Hiram found a youtube clip of Patrick on a protestant radio show “Pass 
the Salt” with “Coach Dave” and wonders if that host has become Catholic since then

● Listener email: Katie had ground for an annulment because she did not know her husband 
was an addict when she married him, but she stuck through it and is glad she did

● Listener email: Charles asks if there is another reason given from the Church of England 
why they are still separated from Rome since the main reason was with King Henry VIII

● Caller: Mario was asked to play music at a quinceanera and was disappointed by the 
deacon who preached about seeking material wealth in life

● Listener email: Larry asks for biblical evidence that Jesus started the magisterium
● Listener email: Anonymous shares her personal story of being married to an addict and 

helping her husband overcome it
● Listener email: Mary sees numbers in repetition in sets of 3 and asks Patrick if she should 

think anything of it
● Listener email: Aaron asks why God put a tree of knowledge of good and evil in the 

Garden of Eden in the first place
8-4-17
Hour 1

● ‘13 Reasons’ might have triggered suicide searches online
● More than 2 million pairs of eclipse glasses are being distributed for free at public 

libraries across the US
● Mexican priest stabbed at cathedral in May dies
● American Airlines 'looking into' Lena Dunham's claims that employees engaged in 

'transphobic talk'
● Euthanasia used for 4.5 percent of deaths in the Netherlands
● Harvard makes diversity history: Majority of incoming freshman class are not white
● Chelsea Clinton wants films to be rated on whether or not they 'defy gender stereotypes'
● Mom edits daughter's Disney princess book to make it more 'feminist'

Hour 2
● High schooler makes 3D-printed, machine learning-powered eye disease diagnosis 

system
● George and Amal Clooney are sending 3,000 Syrian refugees to school
● Surprising facts about Our Lady of Fatima
● Listener email: Robert asks if he can be baptized into the Catholic Church without going 

through RCIA
● Caller: Anthony is conflicted because his parents left the Church and wonders if they 

made it to Heaven. Now his wife left and he doesn’t know what to do
● Listener email: Fr. Julio asks about prayer of intercession, petition, etc.

Hour 3
● Patrick reiterates what he said on Father John Corapi the other day re: leaving the 

priesthood
● Listener email: Jeff had a vasectomy years ago and is now entering the Catholic Church 

and is so grateful for the gift of reconciliation
● Former @PPact nurse Marianne Anderson describes how abortionists and staffers were 

desensitized to the killing of preborn children
● Listener email: Anonymous asks about her aunt who left Catholicism to become a 

Seventh Day Adventist and criticizes her choice of dress



● Listener email: Renee asks for help understanding the Armenian Orthodox Church and 
how it compares to the Catholic Church

8-7-17
Hour 1

● Starbucks denies rumor of discounts for immigrants
● France: Churches Vanish, Mosques Spring Up
● Company sells swastikas T-shirts as a progressive symbol of peace
● Listener email: Carole asks where the soul resides in the body
● Listener email: Carlos asks for prayers for the courage to be chaste. He is blind but still 

influenced by sexualized scenes in movies and music
● Teen Vogue: white people aren't allowed to post GIFs of black people
● Parents say they’re now calling four-year-old son a girl
● Listener email: Liz asks for help evangelizing a friend
● Listener email: Robert shares his personal experience with premonitions of certain events 

during dreams
Hour 2

● Study: loneliness, isolation greater health problem in US than obesity
● The number of lone-person households has become the most common type of household 

in Canada
● Caller: Paul asks who owns the churches in France that are being transformed into 

mosques, parking lots, and gyms, etc.
● Listener email: Judith asks for advice on how to approach her husband who is addicted to 

pornography even though she has already confronted him
● Patrick recommends numerous resources to defeat porn addiction
● Listener email: Aarthi says the diversity intake at Harvard University is a bad idea based 

on what has happened in India’s education system
Hour 3

● Listener email: James asks if Patrick has seen the film “Hush: a Liberating Conversation 
About Abortion and Women’s Health”

● Listener email: Maria asks about first Friday and first Saturday mass. She also asks about 
how to discuss Catholic truths with a friend

● Patrick discusses the unbroken line of history of the Catholic Church compared to the 
protestant reformation

● Listener email: Carlos asks how to meditate on the mysteries of the rosary. He says he 
has seen 5, 7, 15, and 20 decade rosaries and asks what those are for

● 7 reasons to pray the rosary, from the "Secret of the Rosary" by St. Louis de Montfort
● Listener email: Rebecca asks if her husband who is not Catholic can receive the Eucharist 

with her and if her marriage was valid in the Catholic Church
● Listener email: Caroline asks if celebrating specific masses for latinos, filipinos, asians 

contributes to segregation in the Church
● Listener email: Kali thanks Patrick for his work because he helped in her conversion 

process
8-8-17
Hour 1

● Little League softball team disqualified from championship after 'inappropriate' Snapchat
● Facebook may have to delete your embarrassing posts



● Listener email: Kenneth always feels cornered because his grandfather is protestant and 
keeps pressuring Kenneth and his mom to leave Catholicism

● Audio: We must be ready to give a defense for our faith by Joshua Mangels
● SLC Mayor Ben McAdams posed as a homeless person for 3 days and 2 nights
● Rapper's family asks for privacy after he's killed near police station
● Listener email: Stella thanks Patrick and Immaculate Heart Radio listeners for their 

prayers as her daughter is doing much better and she is returning to work
● Listener email: Mary says perhaps God allows dreams as premonitions so that we can 

pray about it. Patrick recalls 9/11 hero Tom Burnett
● Listener email: Sally asks what the connection is with St. Francis of Assisi and the Little 

Flower
● Archaeologists believe they have found the birthplace of the apostle Peter

Hour 2
● Atheists considered immoral, even by fellow atheists: study
● Woman reunites with homeless mom after seeing her on TV
● Oregon man builds own tiny house to avoid high rent
● Listener email: Steve says that even though it can be daunting finding answers for why 

we believe what we believe as Catholics, the answers are out there
● Caller: Kyle has had many Mormons over to discuss religion and he observes that they 

come to some conclusions based on how they feel from the Holy Spirit
● Caller: Francis has a 36 year old daughter who shows gay pride and photographs gay 

weddings. He still feels obliged as her father to talk about it with her
Hour 3

● Fr. Juan José Martínez used to spit on those going to Mass -- now he's a priest
● Listener email: Hertha asks about a blog post she saw saying God has changing emotions 

compared to St. Augustine’s perspective that God is unchanging 
● Listener email: Donna has friends who don’t believe Hell exists. She asks for help 

explaining evidence because she’s not finding much online
● Listener email: Jackie has a lesbian grandmother who wants to move in with her but is 

hesitant because she doesn’t want her sons exposed to her alcoholism
● Patrick shares a story of his friend Jesse Romero when he was a police officer and he 

invited a coworker to live with his family
Tags

● Potency, Potentiality, Act
8-9-17
Hour 1

● Audio: Tim Russert interviewing Donald Trump in 1999 about launching a preemptive 
strike against North Korea

● The Apparitions of the Blessed Virgin Mary in Akita, Japan, to Sr. Agnes Sasagawa 
warning of fire falling from the sky that will wipe out multitudes

● Listener email: Carlos says there will be a prayer campaign called the Novena for Our 
Nation starting August 15th and urges IHR listeners to participate

● Audio: Dennis Prager claims the only unforgivable sin is taking the Lord’s name in vain. 
Patrick disagrees and clarifies.

● Listener email: Caroline asks if it is wrong to take the Lord’s name in vain by saying 
something like “God I had a bad day!”



● Caller: David says we should always use the Lord’s name fervently but that He knows 
our intent regardless

● Shocking figures: US academics find 'dramatic' growth of swearing in books
Tags

● Final Impenitence
Hour 2

● North Carolina State University to open segregated housing for “women of color"
● The Associated Press gives parents ‘tips’ for deciding if their kids are transgender
● Guest interview with Chris Faddis, founder of Solidarity Health Share
● Caller: Daniel self identifies as a gender expert and says the AP article on transgenderism 

is “absolutely nuts”
● Caller: Lynne says the audio of teens chanting “We love Jesus yes we do, we love Jesus 

how ‘bout you?” shouldn’t be considered offensive
● Energy drinks associated with increased alcohol and drug abuse

Tags
● The Holy Name Society

Hour 3
● Caller: Susan asks about St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Dublin, Ireland since it is not Catholic 

and asks if he knows of other churches they could attend
● Texas megachurch pastor Robert Jeffress claims that President Donald Trump has the 

God given authority to take out Kim Jong-un
● Listener email: Kat asks about God’s expectations on the treatment of animals
● Listener email: Gilbert started a business that has a big potential to make lots of money 

but he worries because close friends and family are reminding him money should not be 
the focus

● Glen Campbell passed away yesterday
● Caller: Mark relates Deitrich Bonhoffer’s plot to kill Hitler to pastor Robert Jeffress’ 

comments about taking out Kim Jong-un
● Listener email: Thea asks for Patrick to explain the meanings of a few Bible passages

8-10-17
Hour 1

● Walmart wants to monitor shoppers' facial expressions
● Disney apps spying on children, lawsuit claims
● Audio: experts talking about hand chip implants on the rise
● Scottish archbishop predicts greater hostility to faith in US
● Could 'British values' anti-extremism push jeopardize Catholics?
● Democrats push ‘Anti-Islamophobia’ bill. Republicans stall it (HR 852)
● Listener email: John asks about various Bible verses from the book of Matthew and their 

deeper meaning
● Playing Into Every Female Stereotype, Women At Google Stay Home After Memo For 

Emotional Reasons
Hour 2

● North Korea details plan to fire missile salvo toward Guam
● Listener email: Marie asks for recommendations for her little children
● Study finds more Americans are approving of polygamy



● Robots are becoming more and more lifelike and people are beginning to treat them like 
humans

● History of the Mormon Church in utah and how they were pressured by the government 
to stop practicing polygamy

● Listener email: Jeffrey shares his family’s experience in trusting God to lead them to a 
new job and new school in a new state at just the right time

● Russian serial entrepreneur launches 'kosher' cryptocurrency only for Jews
● Listener email: Malia is 16 and asks what she can say to her peers who think God doesn’t 

exist
● Listener email: Ronald asks about the proper burial for a miscarried baby

Hour 3
● Quote by Carl Sagan 20 years ago predicting where we’d be today
● Listener email: Missy has a 22 year old son who is struggling with high anxiety as he has 

a rough upbringing behind him and a stressful job currently. She asks for counselling 
recommendations

● Listener email: Jessica is reading Patrick’s book “Surprised by Truth 2” and she was 
struck by the idea of feeding one’s intellect vs. feeding one’s imagination

● Listener email: Lily Anne has a friend who is in Iglesia ni Cristo and feels bad that she 
cannot defend her faith while every other denomination out there is well versed in the 
Bible and constantly picking on Catholics

● Listener email: Elizabeth’s mom calls herself Catholic but disagrees with many of the 
teachings and calls Elizabeth too institutional. How should she respond?

● Caller: Pam asks if there is really an evil or if it’s technically the absence of good. i.e. 
Satan’s existence is good, but what he does is evil??

● Caller: Anne says sometimes us Catholics are mistaught and misinformed which is why 
she is so grateful for the important work Immaculate Heart Radio does

8-11-17
Hour 1

● Pentagon unveils plan for "pre-emptive strike" on North Korea
● Our Lady of Akita ties in with Our Lady of Fatima
● Atheist group demands end to 'prayer walks' at Mississippi public schools
● Airbnb deletes accounts, cancels bookings of far-right users
● For middle-aged women struggling with their weight, recent findings about a single 

hormone sound too good to be true
● Listener email: Sue says she asked her bishop about giving people blessings as an 

extraordinary minister of holy communion (EMHC)
Hour 2

● Audio: James Franco's reaction to professor arguing early stage abortion isn't immoral
● Listener email: Madeline says Professor Elizabeth Harman is crazy
● Melinda Gates on "why I believe every woman deserves access to contraceptives"
● Negative health effects of birth control pills such as breast cancer

Hour 3
● Listener email: Alex asks if abstaining from meat on Fridays should be year round or just 

during Lent



● Contest announcement: Our wonderful listener Mario (“Mr. 8”) has the idea to make a 
short YouTube video explaining what the Patrick Madrid Show means to you and the 
most creative and compelling one will be aired on the show and posted on social media

● Mexican beauty queen makes radical move to religious life
● Listener email: Nick is a college student entering the seminary and asks for book 

recommendations on Greek Orthodoxy and defending the Papacy
● Patrick tweaks the lyrics to John Lennon’s song “Imagine”
● Caller: Josiah asks if Patrick knows anything about St. Michael’s Lent
● Caller: Henry was confronted when he was advocating for life and someone challenged 

him saying what about taking away programs from the poor?
● Listener email: Pandora asks about the Catholic Church's role in the compilation of the 

canon of the Bible
● Listener email: Laura feels lonely not having her husband share the faith and asks for 

advice
● Caller: George asks if the Catholic Church started in 300 AD, also about the Jesuit 

articles written about the way American Catholics voted last election
8-14-17
Hour 1

● Recap of the racial violence in Charlottesville, VA over the weekend as James Alex Field 
Jr. plowed his car into crowd

● Why were the “peaceful protesters” carrying baseball bats?
● Caller: Wendy says her own young adult children drove from California to Virginia to 

participate in the protest and that the media isn’t emphasizing the original reason for the 
rally

● Caller: Rick gives his opinion on Charlottesville
● Co-hosts Joe Scarborough and Mika Brzezinski on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” have 

Twitter feud with President Trump
Hour 2

● John grew up in the ghetto which came with harsh conditions and his dad taught him 
about bloody revolutions, and John says sometimes it takes these horrible events to step 
outside ourselves 

● Caller: Bruce says we should have a month of prayer instead of a national day of prayer. 
Both sides are wrong; it’s been hate vs. hate

● Caller: Al says he grew up with the rule that he should marry someone with Mexican 
descent. We have this sort of prejudice ingrained in us

● Fascism does not equal right wing or white supremacists; it’s a government force of 
violence used to silence people who disagree

● Venezuelan leader may have ordered assassination of Marco Rubio
● Rick Warren’s wife opens up about struggle with pornography in new book
● Rallies and vigils across the nation denounce violence at Charlottesville rally

Hour 3
● #FireBannon dominates Twitter in reaction to Charlottesville violence
● Caller: Debbie asks for a book recommendation on the early Church (The Fathers Know 

Best by Jimmy Akin)
● Seminaries reflect struggles of mainline churches



● Listener email: Dan shares a conversation he had with a friend who presented concerns 
about the Catholic Church

● Caller: Wayne says all white supremacists work for the government
● Listener email: Amelia discussed gender dysphoria and phases children go through as 

well as pressure from being at school
● Listener email: Erica theorizes ways to alleviate poverty relating to contraception and 

education. She wants to get to the cause of poverty and address that instead of paying for 
the results

● Listener email: Elizabeth asks for advice on which version of the Bible to get in spanish
● Listener email: Karen asks for a book recommendation for a friend who is misinformed 

on a number of Catholic teachings
● Caller: George says the whole Charlottesville chaos is not respecting the Constitution and 

we are seeing a new totalitarianism
8-16-17
Hour 1

● Pastor released from North Korean prison describes agony
● Are we headed towards another civil war?
● White nationalists: Charlottesville just a beginning
● 7 things to know about Antifa
● Caller: Gabriel asks if there is more to consider than abortion when electing an official to 

office (like the presidency) because he thinks Trump is exacerbating racial tensions
● While we're condemning white supremacists over Charlottesville, don't forget Planned 

Parenthood's origins
● University of San Francisco to host blacks-only student orientation
● Singer Lorde blames all white people for Charlottesville

Hour 2
● Melbourne archbishop says he'd rather go to jail than report child abuse heard in 

confession
● Facebook is building a new $750 million data center in Ohio
● What genetic testing can tell you -- and what it can't
● Dodge faces backlash for 'insensitive' Twitter banner and tweets
● US family disowns white supremacist son after rally
● Caller: Robert asks about the anti-Christ and when he will come
● Listener email: Advice on praying the rosary for a busy stay at home mom?
● Caller: Carlos says we need to pray for our enemies and get to know our neighbors
● Caller: Tony asks if the Blessed Virgin Mary died because her priest mentioned 

something about her tomb
Hour 3

● Caller: Linda explains how much Immaculate Heart Radio has helped her after a friend 
recommended she try listening and she saw a bumper sticker

● Caller: Mike asks when it will stop re: tearing down statues and other property we don’t 
like

● Caller: Fernando says we should not be tearing down statues
● Caller: Gwenn believes the white supremacist protest was not because of Trump but was 

in response to BLM and explains why with a personal Rwandan story 



● Caller: Margaret says the statues are just a part of history and there’s no reason to take 
them down

● Caller: Shannon asks if Patrick knows anything about the miracle expected on October 
13th and Patrick says it is pious speculation at best

● Caller: Eric says the Khmer Rouge was big on destroying monuments
● Listener email: Remi says if people want a statue removed they should vote on it, not 

violently attempt to tear it down
● Caller: Dee asks about the Sinner’s Prayer - The Golden Chain - and how it relates to 

protestants and belief in baptism
● Caller: Terry says Stone Mountain will be the next big target and says the KKK was 

refounded at Stone Mountain
8-17-17
Hour 1

● Listener email: Michael says the devil is behind the political violence and wonders if the 
political divide has been intensified through social media use

● The answer to this chaos begins with each of us. Think about your own social media 
habits and how you respond to people

● Patrick uses the analogy of “Bridge Over Troubled Water” 
● Listener email: Claudina says that erasing a country’s history is the first thing a 

socialist/communist regime does when trying to take over
● Patrick shares his own family history of his grandparents from Mexico and how they 

remember Blessed Miguel Pro’s death
● Listener email: Jennifer says her friend thinks Sandy Hook was a government hoax and 

asks how to discuss with him without arguing
● How many times do state’s constitutions mention God’s name? How often do Americans 

go to church? (Pew Research)
● Two-thirds of Americans admit they are sinners
● Obianuju’s response to NARAL comparing pro lifers to white supremacists
● Caller: Tia attends a Catholic university and her professor is teaching that Mary is a 

myth. She also asks about the California missions and if the priests forced natives to 
convert

Hour 2
● Patrick finishes answering Tia about the California missions
● Audio: Last year’s statement from Pro-life activist Obianuju Okeocha at the United 

Nations 
● Listener email: Karen asks if it is okay to do cremation before the mass
● Listener email: Angeles asks if it is wrong that she requested Holy Communion for her 

father at the time of his death although he lived in sin
● Listener email: KY offers a thought on LGBT
● Listener email: Alfonso says he feels so blessed in life despite certain difficulties and is 

just so glad he came across Immaculate Heart Radio
● Listener email: Lisa asks about the document Nostra Aetate Vatican II and if the rumor is 

true that women used to hear confessions
● Listener email: Marvin talks about the difference between being childish and childlike 

and how it relates to today’s adults



● Listener email: Gail asks about Heaven being a state of being rather than a place. She 
also said her priest denied her Holy Communion on the knees and tongue

Hour 3
● Caller: Al went to protest Darrell Issa and describes the various encounters he had that 

got out of hand
● 2 Timothy 3:1-5 regarding the last days and how people will be lovers of self
● Listener email: Carlos says the only way to end racism is to preach the Gospel and love 

your neighbor
● Caller: Lorie asks how to answer a friend who think the book of Maccabees has no place 

in the Bible
● Listener email: Anonymous asks for help as she has hit rock bottom feeling as if she 

doesn’t matter, her finances in turmoil, her alcoholic husband verbally abusive, and just 
no joy although she has desperately tried to be close to Jesus

● Listener email: Pablo asks if Ignatius Press has a large print version of the Bible
● Listener email: Eduardo wants to start his own church focused on this life rather than 

getting to Heaven, but his sister insisted he ask Patrick why he should be Catholic first
● Listener email: Noland asks where he can find in writing that missing Sunday mass is a 

sin because his wife refuses to go
8-21-17 (Terry and Jesse Guest Host)
Hour 1

● Matthew 19:16: Does a Christian have to keep the Commandments? Pope Pius X and 
“modernism”.

● Daily Reflections from Archbishop Fulton Sheen. How does one “crowd out” a vice? 
Why it's good to be pro-life.

● Caller: I used to work with you, Terry, in the pro-life movement.
● Jesse Romero recalls meeting early Catholic Answers apologists at a “Go Forth and 

Teach”
Hour 2

● Jesse recalls the seminal “What Still Divides Us” debate on Sola Scriptura and Sola Fide. 
● 10 Ways to Protect Yourself from the evil one.
● Should we be tearing down historical statues?
● Which major political party in America has a history of racism? Dr. Ben Carson faces 

persecution.
● Deacon Bob's CD on forgiveness. Archbishop says Catholics are too wishy-washy about 

their faith in the face of secularism.
● Secular Humanism: Jesse gives a definition. 
● Caller: We Catholics should be proud to call ourselves “Christian”.

Hour 3
● Caller: Should we call ourselves “Catholic” or simply “Christian”? 
● Advice from the Saints: Call yourselves a “Catholic Christian”.
● Is Peter really the “rock” in Scripture? Wasn't Jesus really referring to a hole in the 

ground?
● What is a “House blessing”? How often should it be performed?  

8-22-17 (Terry and Jesse Guest Host) 
Hour 1



● Exegesis on Matthew 19. Can a rich person get into heaven? Why Jesse Romero never 
tried marijuana.

● What’s wrong with pot. Why is getting intoxicated wrong? The chemistry of marijuana.
● Caller: Are you hosts familiar with the “endocannabinoid system”? All people are wired 

to respond to pot (Jesse debunks)
● Caller: If the idea of medicinal use were genuine, people would be taking pot in pills.

Hour 2
● Caller: Trent Horn, of Catholic Answers, says that pot is okay as long as it’s not done to 

excess.
● Caller: If the “medical marijuana” argument were valid, pot would be dispensed in pill 

form.
● Archbishop Fulton Sheen, and characteristics of the diabolical. Satan loves violence – to 

set fires.
● “La Sante Muerte”, a religion of death. Satan’s attempt to undermine the Church.

Hour 3
● Caller: John 6:63 says that Jesus’ words are “spirit”; does that refute the Catholic 

understanding of the Real Presence?
● Caller: Are Catholics really “saved”? Why are we called the whore of Babylon by 

Protestants?
● Caller: How do we explain to Protestants that Sola Scriptura is not a biblical proposition?
● Caller: Our police officers walk a fine line.

8-23-17
Hour 1

● Suspect car thief arrested after being distracted by solar eclipse
● Listener email: Michael asks if Patrick could agree that racists built our nation’s statues 

and monuments
● Oberlin College decides to celebrate Indigenous People’s Day in place of Columbus Day
● The Lord forbids graven images in cases of idolatry, but it is not sinful to have saint icons 

displayed just like we have images of our family
● Caller: Daniel says the move to tear down statues is a move to destroy history
● Patrick leads the Memorare prayer for peace in the midst of threat from North Korea
● ESPN pulls Asian-American announcer from Virginia football game because he has a 

Confederate general's name
● Black Lives Matter activist makes list of ‘requests’ for white people: ‘Give up the home 

you own’
Hour 2

● Amazon’s Alexa may have more risks to children than we realize
● @Catholic_fit on Twitter asks if some fitness fanatics can turn their own bodies into idols 

by becoming obsessed with what we look like
● Listener email: Carol asks if Patrick can write a book on parenting
● Ohio boy Peyton West who had heart transplant dies on first day of school
● The dangerous way some Catholics commit the sin of presumption (I can give into this 

temptation because I’ll go to confession after)
● Listener email: Anonymous asks how Patrick would approach the topic of Jesus as God

Hour 3



● Listener email: Gabriel asks why the Vatican is in Rome; why not the Holy Land 
Jerusalem?

● Caller: Dan is protestant and asks if the Catholic Church permits divorce in any 
circumstance

● Caller: Joanna asks if it is normal for a church to charge a fee for RCIA class
● Caller: Alexandra asks if Jesus was nailed on his hands or his wrists
● Listener email: Anonymous asks if she is right that she should not be receiving Holy 

Communion since her marriage hasn’t been blessed in the Catholic Church
● Caller: David asks why we call priests ‘father’ while Matt 23:9 says to call no man father
● Listener email: Jocelyne asks what the Church's teaching on body donation for science is 

after you die? Are you allowed?
8-24-17
Hour 1

● Nursing home workers may be jailed for not using transgender pronouns
● US Navy collisions stoke cyber threat concerns (Memorare prayer for peace)
● Patrick gives evidence in revelation for why we call Mary our mother
● Listener email: Mike asks for biblical clarification on intelligent design and the order of 

the universe 
Hour 2

● College professors are trying to establish a national campus antifa network
● Listener email: Anonymous asks for help finding a counselor in Phoenix for his daughter 

who is gender confused
● Tropical storm Harvey
● Listener email: Anonymous thanks Patrick for his show and loves hearing the personal 

stories of near catastrophe experiences because it shows God had a plan for him
● Listener email: Claudia asks for prayers for Emily Janelle, a 7 year old girl undergoing a 

third brain surgery in a few days
● Caller: Joseph thinks the Catholic Church is behind the times regarding issues like gay 

marriage
Hour 3

● Listener email: Kristin is 47 and can’t find a good Catholic guy to date and wonders if 
Patrick can help facilitate something for IHR listeners

● Caller: Malik says the Koran says God can recreate man after death; does the Bible say 
something similar?

● Caller: Paul asks Patrick to explain how Catholics understand Judaism and the Talmud 
● Listener email: Kris asks for a resource that can explain the reason for the breakdown of 

the family in our culture
● Listener email: Carlos was glad to meet Patrick at the Elevate conference and calls him a 

hero
● Twitter follower asks about the Christian Rosicrucian movement and Patrick explains its 

relation with masonry
● Listener email: Juanita asks if her brother is okay receiving Holy Communion
● Listener email: Khalilah shares her personal experience of being on the contraceptive pill 

for years and when she was ready to get off and have kids she had lots of difficulty
● Listener email: Bandito shares his personal story of God’s providence when hiring a new 

employee



● Listener email: David listens from New Zealand and thinks that people like George Soros 
and Barack Obama are behind the country’s racial division 

8-25-17
Hour 1

● Amazon to release comedy show on biblical end times, Anti-Christ
● Patrick explains why he regards the end times seriously
● Six-year-old saves drowning babies with CPR
● Listener email: Gina’s friend says she is an American Catholic and is confused by what 

she means by that
● Listener email: Jenny asks for resources to explain suffering and why bad things happen 

in life for her friend who thinks God is a “deadbeat father”
● Listener email: Anonymous shares that she wants to baptize her baby but she doesn’t 

know anyone who could be the Godparents, also her husband is not Catholic
Tags

● Natural Evil, Existential Evil
Hour 2

● Audio: Live Action investigates Planned Parenthood and its willingness to accept money 
to abort black babies

● Caller: Karen thinks the video is unfair because Planned Parenthood’s reaction would 
probably be the same if the caller targeted Asians instead of African Americans

● Caller: John wants to know why the black community is more likely to get abortions than 
any other group

● Caller: Remi says we have to call abortion what it is: genocide
● Statistics on Planned Parenthood facilities targeting minority neighborhoods and college 

campuses
Hour 3

● Caller: Terry thinks the Live Action video is too fictional and won’t change anybody’s 
mind on abortion

● Caller: Jewels is a former abortion clinic worker and says that they aren’t even supposed 
to let the donor explain their reasoning in order to protect themselves

● Caller: Daniel wonders how we can improve society in urban areas where there are lots 
of fatherless homes

● Caller: Dennis asks why the black community isn’t rioting over this? Dennis grew up in 
jail and doesn’t understand why more people aren’t trying to remedy the breakdown of 
the family

● Caller: Lisa lived a promiscuous lifestyle and got pregnant from a one night stand. 
Getting pregnant is what brought her back to Christ and out of that lifestyle

8-28-17
Hour 1

● San Domenico School creates stir by removing Catholic statues
● Sarah Ouellette is missing
● Patrick shares a story of when his 5 year old daughter went missing
● Listener email: Josefa asks for clarification on some Mormon beliefs involving Arian 

heresy and who God is
● How to talk to Mormons when they come knocking at your door

Hour 2



● Audio: Martin Luther King Jr. I Have a Dream speech
● Listener email: Shirley shares her personal journey in the faith but feels like she is not 

worthy of God’s love and grace after her past of witchcraft
● Listener email: Ken asks for book recommendations on marriage and praying for the 

deceased
● Caller: Hector asks out of all the Marian apparitions if Mary has appeared to just 

Catholics or also non-Catholics
● Listener email: James asks what the Church teaches on the accumulation of wealth 

because he thinks Catholics should be free to earn more so they can give more
Hour 3

● You can rent a dad in Japan
● TSA on track to seize record number of guns at checkpoints this year
● Listener email: Dorothea explains that there is an American Catholic Church that broke 

away from the Roman Catholic Church
● Listener email: Elia shares an experience of being at an “American Catholic” church and 

getting an unsettling feeling
● Listener email: Anonymous’ parish priest told the congregation to say “I believe” instead 

of “Amen” after receiving the Eucharist and asks Patrick what he thinks
● Caller: Joe asks about the belief that Saint Christopher wasn’t real
● Caller: Bob asks about the prayer in the Divine Mercy Chaplet where we say “I offer You 

the Body, Blood, Soul, and Divinity of Our Dearly Beloved Lord, Jesus Christ”
● Listener email: Linda offers encouragement for Kristen and says she met her husband at a 

Catholic Singles Club
● Caller: Lettie is in a civil marriage and wants to live as brother and sister until marriage 

in the Church so she can receive communion, but her partner is not on board
● Caller: Karen asks why we need martyrs
● Listener email: Anonymous asks about withdrawal in the context of the marital act to 

avoid pregnancy
8-29-17
Hour 1

● North Korea fired another missile over Japan
● Swiss Guard increases training because of threat of terrorism
● 2 dead, 4 injured in shooting at Clovis, New Mexico library
● Fire destroyed a family's home during Harvey, but this Virgin Mary statue survived
● Listener email: Anonymous is a Mormon and ex-Catholic. She is required to tithe 10% 

but says she is instead giving her 10% to Patrick’s son’s GoFundMe page
● Patrick talks about the beliefs and customs of the Mormon church 

Hour 2
● ‘A girl brain but a boy body.’ Kindergarten parents outraged over transgender book read 

in class
● Caller: Lisa was a Catholic and became Mormon, but is now returning to Catholicism
● Caller: Tom expresses his concern for our culture; he was shocked by the Princeton 

professor who told James Franco her theory on a fetus’ moral status 
● Caller: Kenny is a cradle Catholic and explains how Jesus cradled and carried him during 

the hardest part of his life: the murder of his son



● Listener email: Anonymous asks how to tell her father-in-law who is not Catholic that he 
can’t receive the Holy Eucharist when he comes to church with her

Hour 3
● Caller: Anna Maria says a Pentacostal attacked her saying she wasn’t saved because she 

wasn’t baptized in the name of Jesus
● Listener email: Bill says there are two choices in life in who we will serve.
● Listener email: Anonymous is struggling with his grown daughter’s decision to get a 

breast augmentation
● Caller: Anna’s sister wants to stay overnight at her house with her boyfriend and Anna 

doesn’t know how to tell her no. She feels ostracized by her Catholic friends who think 
she is too uptight on beliefs like birth control

● Caller: Jacob asks Patrick’s opinion on education options and wonders if he should 
homeschool or send his kids to parochial school

● Caller: Malik is our Muslim friend who wonders if there is something similar in the Bible 
to the Koran where it states that each person has a unique fingerprint

8-30-17
Hour 1

● Mobile app can screen for pancreatic cancer when users snap a selfie
● Anheuser-Busch brewery stops beer production to send 155,000 cans of water to Gulf 

Coast
● Patrick discusses the idea of care bags for the homeless
● Female world champion boxer Angelique Duchemin dies at 26 while training for title 

defense
● Fordham RAs reduced to tears by PragerU video on campus rape
● Audio: are 1 in 5 women raped at college?
● Listener email: Donna thanks Patrick for his show and his way of explaining things in a 

profound and understandable fashion
● Newlywed wife refused to pull plug on comatose husband: 4 years later, they’re renewing 

their vows
● Patrick shares a story of his friends who were told to abort their child because of severe 

disabilities. They ignored the doctor’s advice and their child was born absolutely healthy
Hour 2

● DHS warns of 'malicious cyber activity' linked to Hurricane Harvey
● Caller: Betty shares her story of being told her baby was going to have many issues so 

she should abort. She left it up to God and accepted whatever would come her way
● List of organizations you can donate to help Harvey victims
● Google begins crackdown on ‘extremist’ YouTube videos
● Listener email: Ann asks if Patrick will ever collaborate with his wife and write a book 

on how to raise a large family
● Listener email: Julieta’s 14 y.o. son has questions on the Trinity, free will, Jesus as God, 

and why there is evil if God created everything that exists
● Caller: Rosemary asks about a secret of Fatima regarding peace and Islam

Hour 3
● Listener email: Ophy is struggling because her two young adult children have completely 

disowned her and she doesn’t know what to do



● Caller: John asks about a statement from a book he bought from Catholic Answers on 
Mormonism and the pre-existence of Jesus 

● Listener email: Paul asks about a certain religious sister’s statement on being pro-life v. 
pro-birth

● Carmen John on Twitter asks how would you argue against the often stated argument 
against the Catholic church that it is a guilt based religion?

● Listener email: Josepha asks about apostasy v. heresy
● Caller: Emilia asks who Enoch was and what his relevance is 

8-31-17
Hour 1

● A Louisiana federal judge tossed out a case that was filed on behalf of the embryos 
named "Emma and Isabella"

● An abortion was a personal landmine in the life of Princess Diana
● One day before the 100th anniversary of Fatima’s miracle of the sun, a nearly 3-mile 

wide asteroid to pass close by Earth (Sept. 1st) Coincidence?
● Caller: Joseph asks if Patrick knows anything about the apparition of Tres Fontaine
● Patrick shares the story of how Catholic Answers got the web domaine catholic.com
● Listener email: Shane describes his ‘wayward’ family and his struggle to have any 

religious dialogue with them
Hour 2

● A look at the current controversy surrounding the Nashville Statement on marriage and 
sexuality

● Patrick explains the 14 articles in the Nashville Statement directly from the Coalition of 
Biblical Manhood and Womanhood (CBMW)

● Caller: Gab asks about the debate Patrick did with Fr. Mike Schmitz
● Listener email: Anonymous quit his job because he was being forced to donate to the 

March of Dimes (they support Planned Parenthood) and now his new job as a pharmacy 
technician requires giving contraceptive/abortion prescriptions

Hour 3
● National Catholic Singles Conference in Phoenix, AZ Sept. 29-Oct. 1
● Listener email: Amy doesn’t know how to make the case to her brother that she knows 

the Catholic Church is the one true church and asks for help
● Caller: Joshua shares his experience trying to get back his ex-wife he divorced last year 

because of her drug addiction
● Pew Research study on statistics of Christians’ beliefs on faith and good works 
● Listener email: Mike poses a question based on the Live Action video of Planned 

Parenthood accepting donations to kill black babies that could point to a double standard
● Caller: Liz asks about the Church’s teaching on guided imagery/visualization 

therapy/hypnotism
● Caller asks if it is okay for a crucifix in church to be covered

9-1-17
Hour 1

● Nation of Islam Leader Louis Farrakhan: 'I Know That My Jesus Is Alive'
● Listener email: Richard asks why our church leaders use the word ‘penitent’ instead of 

‘repentant’



● Listener email: Oswalso asks why everyone at Immaculate Heart Radio seems to support 
President Trump

● Listener email: Matt says the ‘twits on Twitter are having a litter of kittens’ over the 
Nashville Statement

● Listener email: Scott asks how much did Mary know about Jesus’ role in salvation
● Caller: Mike is interested in converting to Catholicism but is hesitant because he feels 

like he still has so much to learn 
Hour 2

● Caller: Teresa doesn’t think Mary would take a vow of virginity when she was betrothed 
to Joseph because what is a marriage without sexual union?

● Patrick reads St. Augustine’s early writings on Mary’s virginity
● Caller: Karl asks about poor people begging on street corners and how St. Francis was a 

beggar too. What about working the system?
● Caller: Marty asks if the Ark of the Covenant can help clarify Mary’s virginity
● Caller: Alana asks how to respond to someone who claims that Jesus didn’t come to 

establish a church he came to preach to the nations
● Listener email: Ginny says she prays for all the fallen away Catholics daily, including 

Lisa who called in the show a few days ago
● Listener email: Christian says most people who have left the faith shouldn’t even be 

considered pagan, they are a-religious.
Hour 3

● Feminist Asks for Donations for Hurricane Harvey Victims to Have Abortions
● Listener email: Mark says he tried to friend Patrick on Facebook but he couldn’t because 

his friends were maxed out. He says there is a way to get around that with a separate 
account

● Patrick read the statement of The Fellowship of the Unashamed
● Listener email: Thea asks what are the Christian and Jewish attitudes about cruelty to 

animals, and why are muslims so cruel to animals?
● Caller: Lauren has a 13 year old rebellious daughter who denies God and is disrespectful. 

What can she do? Is this just a phase?
● Caller: Lisa addresses our previous caller Teresa, and says that she used to live from sola 

scriptura too and was in fact a pastor, but when she realized that the Bible came from our 
Catholic Church fathers, the light bulb went on

● Caller: Susan went to orientation at her child’s protestant school and they use the King 
James version of the Bible is that okay?

● Caller: Nora asks about the proper time to genuflect in church
9-5-17
Hour 1

● The royal couple Prince William and Duchess Kate are expecting a 3rd child and 
reactions have been mixed

● Elon Musk's tweet: World headed toward collapse without more children
● Renegotiation of the Social Contract
● Japan prepares for mass evacuation Of 60,000 citizens from South Korea
● Prayer really does achieve results. It’s not the least we can do it’s the most we can do
● Hurricane Irma has changed from category 4 to 5 with 175 mph winds
● Texting while driving becomes criminal offense in Texas



Hour 2
● Mother dies after mistaking aneurysm for migraine
● 465,000 Americans have pacemakers that could be hacked
● Risks of prostate cancer - most common male malignancy
● Listener email: Tom spoke with Patrick years ago about his Catholic upbringing; he now 

finds himself still seeking but feeling pulled toward Catholicism
● Audio: College kids say the darndest things on gender and identity
● Caller: Dave talks about how his wife left him for a woman, his new roommate was gay, 

and his friend’s daughter became a boy
● Listener email: Anonymous asks if the Knights Templar are part of the Catholic Church
● Caller: Les doesn’t understand the comparison the college video makes about gender and 

identity
Hour 3

● Caller: Emily asks how she can get her relatives to be more positive toward the Catholic 
Church

● Caller: Oscar noticed a comment an atheist asked on YouTube if we have free will in 
Heaven 

● Caller: Maria asks if the mass would be licit if the priest who consecrates the Holy 
Eucharist does not consume it

● Listener email: James asks why Patrick doesn’t tell people that if they turn away from the 
Church they lose salvation

● Caller: Rachel asks about her Goddaughter who was just baptized at age 18. She is 
beginning to live an impure life and doesn’t think she needs confession

● Listener email: Ana Maria asks for clarification on the line from the creed “He will come 
again to judge the living and the dead”

● Listener email: Maxine asks if God is unchanging, how come the Old Testament portrays 
a more strict and harsh God than the New Testament?

● Listener email: Gordy asks why the Catholic Church never excommunicated Hitler
9-6-17
Hour 1

● Hurricane Irma
● Missing volunteer Alonso Guillen pulled from Cypress Creek
● Academic conference aims to 'decenter English' in higher ed
● Listener email: Mike sends his 26 year old daughter a nightly blessing but doesn’t know 

if he still should since she is choosing to sleep with her boyfriend when she visits him
● Police chief thanks nurse for protecting officer's rights after nurse's arrest
● Box-office woes spell trouble for major toy makers
● Catholic v. non-Catholic baptisms
● Columnist for The Blaze Matt Walsh says “please don’t complain about deporting 

children if you support murdering them”
● Listener email: John is frustrated that the only way to stay a pharmacy technician is to 

work at the one Catholic hospital in his city
Hour 2

● Why aren’t we as Catholics aggressively readying our souls for Christ’s second coming 
like people are aggressively readying their homes in Florida for the hurricane?



● Listener email: Claudine explains her frustration with the Catholic Church’s belief of 
salvation

● Caller: Joe talks about Dr. Henry Casso starting a pilgrimage in Mexico after he asked for 
Mary’s intercession to heal his foot and she did. He is advocating for “Sol Maria” to be 
recognized in the Church

● Caller: Will asks for Patrick’s opinion on DACA
● Caller: Lennie says DACA has allowed some bad things to happen
● Caller: Cathy says she is illegal from Canada and that DACA is illegal and 

unconstitutional
● Caller: Kelley asks for clarification on whether non-Catholic baptisms are valid or not
● Caller: Frank says regarding DACA, parents should be held accountable by doing 

community service or something like that so there is justice, while also protecting the 
children

Hour 3
● Caller: Anthony says DACA is good. The only immigrants we need to worry about those 

incarcerated
● Caller: Miriam says she was working a job that violated her conscience so she left and is 

glad she did
● 5 common answers to kids’ questions about God that can do more harm than good
● Caller: Gerardo says if God is Love, wouldn’t he accept LGBTQ community and 

transpeople, etc?
● Cardinal Caffarra has died
● Caller: Arturo says blind faith is a good thing
● Caller: Pablo asks why would Lucifer choose to reject Heaven
● Caller: Jerry asks how mass readings for the day are chosen

9-7-17
Hour 1

● Hurricane Irma: Miami-Dade orders coastal evacuations
● Patrick reads a passage explaining the end times (Luke 21)
● Senate democrats attack judicial nominee Amy Barrett’s Catholic faith
● France ramps up ‘hate speech’ laws for ‘transphobia’ offenders

Hour 2
● Listener email: Dave has a niece who is a mess and he wants to help but he doesn’t know 

how. She lies, she’s on drugs, doesn’t pay her rent, and doesn’t take care of her child
● Listener email: Javier asks for Patrick to remind him what Bible verse he quoted when 

Jesus said to listen to church elders
● Listener email: Thea thanks Patrick for answering her email so compassionately because 

it helped her find healing and forgiveness for her abortion
● Listener email: Cathy says her son plays Fr. Vincent R. Capodanno in the EWTN movie 

‘Called and Chosen’
● Caller: Chuck says doctors told him that his daughter would have problems but she was 

born completely healthy. Regardless, he has a relative with down syndrome and he is a 
beautiful person too. Abortion is never an option.

Hour 3
● Caller: Joe doesn’t like Immaculate Heart Radio’s spot promoting the movie “Detroit” 

because he doesn’t want police officers to get a bad rap



● Caller: Adrianna works for the company that produces the movie “Detroit” and thinks it 
is very necessary because although the truth hurts it helps

● Caller: Joe is a Lutheran and thanks Patrick for talking about abortion; he was supposed 
to be born with down syndrome

● Listener email: Violet asks for prayers for an LAPD officer who is depressed after a 
family member committed suicide

● Listener email: Martha questions the goals of marriage as being sex centered or love 
centered

● Caller: Nora wished her husband took more of an active role in their child’s education 
and just raising him in general, but he is addicted to working all the time

9-8-17
Hour 1

● Patrick shares that a few days ago he woke up to multiple sirens across the street and 
found out his neighbor had committed suicide

● Think about the storms in your life. Hurricane Harvey and Irma are reminders of all the 
unexpected trials in life; preparation is key

● Security breach exposed social security numbers of 143M Americans
● Listener email: John is puzzled why bishops have criticized the president for removing 

DACA yet bishops haven’t criticized Catholic political leaders for supporting abortion
● Jonathan Pryce to play Pope Francis in Netflix's 'The Pope;' Anthony Hopkins is Pope 

Benedict
● Beauty in the Catholic Church; how people are drawn to outer beauty only to discover 

more inner beauty
● Patrick shares a story of when he was house hunting and the owner was involved in 

witchcraft yet had gregorian chant playing 
● Listener email: Anonymous asks if the remains of a pet can be buried with its owner

Hour 2
● More Americans now say they’re spiritual but not religious
● Listener email: Susan is listening to the show from Spain as she is walking the Camino de 

Santiago and asks for prayers
● St. Michael prayer and Vatican II
● Caller: Adrian asks about John 6:63 when Jesus talks about not drinking blood from any 

animal but at the same time He says drink my blood
● Caller: Gerald asks if there is anything the Church is doing to help the 
● Caller: Jocelyn is upset because her Aunt that she’s been taking care of is leaving today 

to New York and they’ve had an ongoing fight. She doesn’t like that she’s dating as she 
is technically still married

Hour 3
● Caller: Frank asks how a saint could be an angel, for example, St. Michael the Archangel
● Audio: Live Action founder Lila Rose asks former abortion doctor Anthony Levatino if 

abortion is ever medically necessary for health of mother
● Caller: Jose asks about Ex Cathedra dedication
● Caller: Louise wants to start a working mother's’ group
● Caller: Anthony says he and his wife talked about how she could stay at home and they 

decided to homeschool



● Listener email: Bob asks what Patrick would choose if his own wife had an ectopic 
pregnancy

●
9-11-17 (pledge drive week)
Hour 1

● Audio: 9/11 montage with haunting sounds from this day 16 years ago
● Masses and parish activities suspended until further notice in Miami
● Gift book offered this hour: Where is That in the Bible?
● Listener email: Jesse expresses how the faith differences in his marriage has affected him 

and his children 
● Patrick recalls talking to Kimberly Hahn before she came into the Church

Hour 2
● Patrick shares what he was doing when 9/11 happened 
● Evangelicals fear Muslims; atheists fear Christians: New poll show how Americans 

mistrust one another
● UC Berkeley is offering counseling for students harmed by conservative speaker Ben 

Shapiro
● How to control your kid’s smartphone addiction
● Win souls, not arguments
● Patrick shares an experience he had at a Kinkos Copy Center when he discussed the Bible 

with an ex-Catholic
Hour 3

● Listener email: Did Christ rise from the dead two times?
● Listener email: Sonia asks how to respond to people who have left the Church because of 

certain scandals 
● Listener email: Jeffrey and his wife just lost their 15 week old unborn child and he asks 

about Church teaching on delivery and burial
● Listener email: John asks as a Catholic how do we make sense of DACA and the 

impending changes?
9-12-17
Hour 1

● Another hurricane to threaten Florida: Hurricane Jose
● Patrick shares a story of discussing the Bible with Calvinists and something he wrote on a 

napkin ended up being the start of a conversion to the Catholic Church
● KitKats in 300 weird and wonderful flavors, including wasabi and cough medicine, are 

hitting the shelves in Japan
● A Dairy Queen Owner Posted This 'Politically Incorrect' Sign
● Caller: Art asks if Holidays comes from “Holy Days”

Hour 2
● Listener email: Kathy asks for book recommendations for someone with anxiety
● Listener email: Michael asks about “once saved always saved”
● Upcoming events with the Carmelite Sisters in Alhambra, CA. More info at 

sacredheartretreathouse.com
● After being abducted for 18 months in Yemen, Fr. Tom Uzhunnalil has been released and 

will return to India



● Listener email: Stephanie regrets not baptizing her daughter who is now 31. Can she be 
baptized even though she’s not ready to embrace the faith?

● Saint Monica, Saint Ambrose, and Saint Augustine
Hour 3

● How would you answer someone who asked you why you believe what you believe?
● Patrick recalls a debate with James White
● Patrick recalls other debates he’s had and how his friends converted in result
● Listener email: Alicia feels like she is experiencing the “dark night of the soul” that Saint 

John of the Cross experienced

9-13-17
Hour 1

● Patrick shares about being “evangelized” by a Protestant at a donut shop. 
● The magic of a radio apostolate. The story “Bettina”, a woman who becomes a high-end 

call girl - and has a conversion to Christ after the spark of seeing a Catholic radio bumper 
sticker. 

● Patrick prays for Fr. Rossa, Phoenix priest, needs prayers for his health. 
● Caller: Bettina di Fiore, former call-girl and convert to the Catholic Faith, discusses her 

new faith and the power of Catholic media. Bettina describes her contribution to Patrick’s 
book “Suprised By Life”. Bettina’s writings at watchingthewhirlwind.net.

● Doing the things that Jesus asks of us: Laying up treasure in heaven.
Hour 2

● Patrick discusses the prayers at Immaculate Heart Media: Yes, we really do pray for you 
all. 

● Satanic statue of baphomet in Oklahoma: What is the ultimate strategy of these lawsuits? 
● What really is the “church” of Jesus’ time? Where does ultimate authority reside? 
● E-mail: I’m trying to be a good Catholic. Should I attend a gay “wedding”? What is 

scrupulosity?
Hour 3

● Annals of Internal Medicine: Sitting too long in one place can kill you. Charitable giving: 
Give in secret - and not from your “excess”. 

● What do non-Catholics think about Catholics? What are blessings for? The requirement 
to be a conduit for Christ and the Good News.

● Patrick describes his apologetics book “Where is That in the Bible?”
● Patrick answers e-mails: Listener thanks Patrick for remembering Father Zakaria. A 

listener laments the disunity in the Body of Christ, and the need for cooperation and 
dialog. 

9-14-17
Hour 1

● “It” clown strikes again; clown workers upset. Junipero Serra statue vandalized at Santa 
Barbara mission.



● Social storm clouds gathering in America. A storm prayer from St. John Chrysostom 
prayer.

● Defending your Faith: Patrick shares about the faith of his family, and the tradition of 
displaying a lithograph of the Tilma. Patrick shares about his sister’s crisis of faith, and 
how apologetics by her father brought her back to the Catholic Faith. 

Hour 2
● Vatican may have the bones of the first for popes. The story of St. Peter’s journey to 

Rome. The martyrdom of St. Peter. 
● What is the “magisterium”? Discussion on dogma. The bones of St. Peter. 
● Patrick reads of a high-end “escort” who is touched by the story of Bettina, and 

strengthened by Catholic radio. 
● God wants to reward you - do good in secret, and God will reward you publicly. Sowing 

for a bountiful harvest. 
Hour 3

● Patrick chats about his book: “Where is That in the Bible?” Caller: My local Catholic 
school is teaching that one cannot be a Christian and support Trump - true? 

● Caller: I’m a sub for Catholic schools; much of the teaching is full-on “indoctrination” 
into a political mindset. 

● Yes, Moses was allowed to make “graven images” - but he was commanded to do so; is 
this a valid argument that Catholics shouldn’t have statues? 

● The inviolable seal of Confession. “I Confess” by Alfred Hitchcock.

September 15, 2017
Hour 1

● North Korea fires another missile over Japan. Terror attack in Europe.
● Bettina di Fiore redux: Patrick is contacted by another high-end “escort” seeking 

conversion. The example of Mary Magdalene, the first recorded witness of the 
resurrected Christ.

● “Antifa” anti-free speech radicals go berzerk - again - in Berkeley, CA over Ben Shapiro 
speech. Amazon caught deleting negative ratings for Hillary Clinton’s new book. 

● Hard-left bias in Silicon Valley: Google shown to spike conservative views. 
Hour 2

● Saturn destroys Cassini space probe after amazing 20-year mission. Caller: Dan in Las 
Vegas asks “Please explain the Trinity to me”. 

● “Dan” in Las Vegas, continued - Dan gives a modalist view of the Trinity.
● Caller: I’m engaged to be married, but my fiance doesn’t pray. Recently, I just caught 

him watching porn.
● Previous caller, continued. Patrick recommends “The ABC’s of Choosing a Good 

Husband”, by Steve Wood. 
Hour 3

● Caller: That previous woman caller wasn’t listening to you, Patrick; her suffering will be 
tenfold if she marries this man. Witchcraft-practicing Washington D.C. socialite promises 
not to cast spells on Donald Trump.

● Caller: Why are you talking about this stuff, Patrick; there’s no evidence that witchcraft 
exists

● Previous caller, continued: Patrick, you’re just talking about a psychotic woman. 



● Caller: I disagree with your atheist caller, Patrick; I have personally experienced the 
reality of the demonic.  

September 18, 2017 (Guest Host: Terry & Jesse)
Hour 1

● Two kinds of people: Those  below the cross, and those on the cross. Moral 
relativism. 

● Wisconsin school asks to approve all homecoming dresses.
● 3] Las Vegas Has Strippers, Shows and Now Legal Weed - 

http://www.newsweek.com/las-vegas-will-be-amsterdam-steroids-recreational-
weed-sales-begin-weekend-630144

● A fetus is a human life. An innocent human life must never be destroyed. 
Therefore, abortion is wrong - Saint John Paul II. 

Hour 2
● Shocking statistics on the rate of STD’s in the homosexual community. God and 

the angels are always watching. 
● Oklahoma Westland University admission policy: Whiners and “snowflakes” need 

not apply. 
● Satanism increasing in profile. The power of the Rosary to overcome evil.

Hour 3
● Guest: Steve Ray. The so-called “reformation” - was it a rebellion? A 

“deformation”?  Why Poland is still Catholic. Steve shares about evangelizing a 
woman who warned him that he was on the way to hell. 

● Martin Luther: Saint or sinner? Steve shares about his recent trip to Germany, 
and how he once was a devout follower of Luther. 

● The psychology of Martin Luther - what motivated him? The background Martin 
Luther. 

● What happened at Wittenburg. The the story of Martin Luther, the 95 Theses and 
the Diet of Wurms. 

September 19, 2017

Hour 1
● What is judgement? State of grace.
● Saint John Paul II and the Theology of the Body. The cult of pornography.
● The wicked goals of Planned Parenthood. Is it a sin to be angry? 
● Why are Catholics afraid of proclaiming Life? Do Catholics really put their Faith 

first? 

Hour 2

http://www.newsweek.com/las-vegas-will-be-amsterdam-steroids-recreational-weed-sales-begin-weekend-630144
http://www.newsweek.com/las-vegas-will-be-amsterdam-steroids-recreational-weed-sales-begin-weekend-630144


● The martyrdom of St. Januarius and his 7 friends. The dignity of work. Are 
Islamic extremists “real Muslims”? 

● Witnessing Terry schools a Muslim Uber driver about the 164 verses that 
promote violence.

● Pornography - a mockery of love. Pope Benedict XVI, and the need for 
integration of Eros and Agape. 

● What is “levitation”, and which saints were given this? A penitent is visited by 
Padre Pio. St. Cupertino, St. Alfonsus Liguori, St. Martin d Pors and other 
levitating saints. 

Hour 3
● Caller: I’d like to recommend Chrystalina Evert’s book on chastity. Caller: 

Catholic funerals are hard on non-Catholics; there should be some sort of 
“communion” for them. Caller: Why don’t Catholics do more regarding 
pornography? 

● Caller: Father Sheen meets a virulent anti-Catholic. Jesse recommends his Sola 
Scriptura video on YouTube.

● Caller: 90% of our parishioners take communion at my church; we must have a 
lot of saints! Also, my priest said that there’s no need for Confession any more. 

9-20-17
Hour 1

● The Korean Christian Martyrdom hasn’t changed from the crusade days until 
now, we are wimps and need to stand up in the marketplace.

● The Public School System seems to have changed from a very centralized 
system to a very left wing seminaries of the west. Dennis Prager clip played 
about what the public school system should be today and what it used to be like 
before the political change.

● The transgender philosophy is truly a demonic attack! God determines gender 
and that is determined at conception, we can't change the way that we are. 

● Caller: I have  been praying for my lesbian mom and now my prayer was 
answered as she is going to head over to confession for it.

Hour 2
● Guest: Dr. Fritz Baumgartner, speaks on the scientific facts about life at the 

moment of conception. Implantation vs. fertilization in a moment of conception. 
● Dr Frits mentions the troubles of how today's doctors are not following a 

hippocratic oath. 
● Nazis and the breach of abortion promoters is just like it is today with 

conscientious objectors today.
● Reasons why the medical field changed the way and defined what conception is 

about. 
Hour 3



● Caller: what is the reason why hispanics leave faith when hard times?
● Caller: How do I explain the rapture to my protestant brethren?
● Caller: rape and if it's for the health of mother. is it ok to abort?
● Caller: I heard that on September 23rd that the world is going to end.. Is this 

true?
9-21-17
Hour 1

● Guest:  Doug Berry, Doug Berry talks about his ministry called Battle Ready and 
what he does to get people pumped and longing to go to the sacraments daily.

● Our Lady of Fatima’s anniversary is on October 13th and Doug shares what 
happened to her apparitions with the sun moving around without having burned 
their eye when they looked at it.

● Are the Appiritions of Fatima truly real?
● Stories of what the Apiration is all about.

Hour 2
● Guest: Matthew Arnold, talks about his conversion story into the catholic church.
● shares how he grew to fall in love with the latin mass in late 90s and the difficulty 

when the mass was retracted/joy when reinstated)
● Matthew shares his perspective on Halloween and if it is good to have fun with it 

as a Catholic.
● Reasons why Harry Potter is actually evil and shouldn’t be read by your catholic 

children and even adults alike. 
Hour 3

● Dr. Ed Maza, Political Science professor at Azusa Pacific University, talks about 
what pilgrimages/ crusades used to be like and very dangerous compared to 
today's pilgrimages. 

● Caller: Did the Pope sanction torture during the Crusade days? 
● What does the inquisition mean to you?
● Caller: What are your thoughts on the Knights Templar and Pope Clementine? 

Ways in which an idiot wrote something in a book that turned into our current 
calendar today. 

9-22-17
Hour 1

● Steps on how the devil attacks us. Jesse talks about how Bishop Fulton Sheen 
reminds us of how Christ is interceding for us in heaven and  explains how Jesus 
is interceding for us in heaven.

● Exorcism is a real thing, remember that the power of the satanic realm is real!
● Things that happen when you compare Catholicism with Witchcraft! Jesse 

Romero shares a personal story of how he ran across a witch and talked with her 
about Jesus. 



● What action item you should do when natural disasters occur. Prayers you can 
pray  for natural disasters. 

Hour 2
● Guest: Father Peter Irving from Holy Innocents Parish, talks about how his parish 

is helping to save a successful rate of women from having abortions.
● People who were born after 1973 are all potential victims of the horrible crime of 

abortion! 
● UFO’s demonic in origin - Satan can appear to us as an angel of light.
● Caller: ancient aliens, history channel talks on this. is this disproving it?

Hour 3
● What does it mean to evangelize and live out your faith practically as a catholic?
● Caller: How can I share my faith without it being like Pokemon?
● How to share your faith without even a single word! Terry shares a story about 

how a man who was diagnosed with Leukemia went to a bar where the bartender 
said, why don't you go to to Lourdes and he was healed!

● Caller: I am talking to a JW and I got stuck on the subject of St. Ignatius and 
proving that he existed. 


